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Your home away from home

Five nights between 
Venice and its lagoon



The package
 From 4 to 6  people, valid until the 30th November 2021, it includes:

CASA FLORA
VENEZIA - SAN MARCO

 
3 nights in a design home in the centre of Venice

 
Italian-style breakfast in the nearby inner courtyard of Hotel Flora

CASA BURANO
MAZZORBO - BURANO

 
Private transfer departing from San Marco 

 
2 nights in a typical colourful house in the heart of Burano island

 
Gourmet breakfast at the nearby Tenuta Venissa 

 
Return transfer

3.835,00
You can extend your stay on request. Terms and conditions and cancellation policies will be communicated during the
booking process





C A S A  F L O R A

C A S A  B U R A N O

A home in the centre of Venice. A space to live the city and feel like
a local even just for a few days. Casa Flora is a finely designed and
decorated apartment with an Italian feel, curated in every detail
and combining the comfort of a boutique hotel with the freedom
of a private home. 

3 double rooms with bathroom; kitchen, dining room & lounge room.

Casa Burano is a hospitality project by Venissa on the island known
for its fishermen and lacemakers. Five traditional, colourful houses
have been restored with a modern, design-driven taste to offer a
comfortable yet immersive experience. Surround yourself with the
magical atmosphere of the island; make it the starting point of
your discovery of the lagoon and its natural and cultural heritage.
 
3 camere doppie con bagno; cucinino per tè/caffé; salottino. 







Turn your stay

into an experience

We have selected a series of activities to elevate your
stay and make it even more unforgettable. We'd like
to introduce you to Venice and its lagoon in their
most authentic aspects all the while supporting the
traditions and crafts that make them so very unique. 



V E N I C E





APERITIVO
on request 

A Venetian-style aperitivo to rest and relax in the secret garden of
Hotel Flora – right by Casa Flora. The inner courtyard is the
throbbing heart of the property, which the Romanelli family has
been lovingly nursing for more than fifty years. Enjoy the ever-
changing seasonal colours of the ivy as they set the tone of a
magical atmosphere through the whole year.



RIALTO MARKET
on request 

The Rialto Market is the historical commercial heart of Venice,
where local and seasonal products can be found. We will guide you
through our favourite fish and vegetable stalls and in your choice
of cheese, fresh pasta and quality wines. The kitchen of Casa Flora
will await you for a cooking session of Venetian signature dishes.



HOW IS A GONDOLA MADE?
on request 

For more than 136 years the Tramontin family has been producing
and repairing artisan gondole.  Courage and resilience, but also
love for this traditional craft have led the latest generation of
Tramontin (two sisters) to relaunch the family business. You can
visit the squero (workshop), listen to Elena's amazing anecdotes
and watch Elisabetta at work during a restoration. 



OLIVETTI & CARLO SCARPA
on request 

Visit the exhibition space that Olivetti dedicates to its iconic Italian
typewriters right under the porticos of St Mark's square. Open in
1958, this space now recounts the talent of Carlo Scarpa – the
iconic Venetian architect that renovated it – and the story of one of
the most avantgarde Italian companies of the twentieth century.



CRAFTMANSHIP
on request 

It's a delicate gold leaf to decorate each bottle of Venissa Bianco.
Discover the secretes behind its production by visiting the
workshop of the last artisan battiloro (goldsmith) in Venice. There,
Marino Berta and his family has been working with gold since
1926, carrying over a century-old craft based on traditional
techniques. 





T H E  L A G O O N





VINEYARD VISIT + WINE TASTING 
on request

Walk through the walled vineyard of Venissa and discover the story
of how a native, semi-extinct grape variety from the lagoon, the
Dorona, found a second life on Mazzorbo Island. Continue with a
guided wine tasting to savour the wines that are born from this
special and unique setting and find the quintessence of Native
Venice in a bottle.



VENISSA'S CUCINA AMBIENTALE
on request 

At Venissa's MICHELIN-Starred Restaurant, Chiara Pavan and
Francesco Brutto offer gastronomic experience based on the
principles of cucina ambientale – a cuisine that aims to bring the
surrounding environment into the kitchen while also paying close
attention to contemporary themes such as local sourcing and self-
sufficiency in the production of vegetables, among others. 



DISCOVERING THE LAGOON
on request 

A boat tour with Domenico, one of the last remaining fishermen in
Burano to practice the old tradition of fishing moeche (soft-shell
crabs) to see the sites where the story of the Serenissima began: in
the islands of Native Venice. Domenico chose to share his
knowledge and love for this fragile ecosystem with those who wish
to discover the stories and legends of these unique lands.



BURANO
free

Famous for its colourful houses, Burano is an island  of skilled
fishermen and lacemakers – two crafts that are still part of the
local heritage. Taste some of the best local biscuits at Palmisano,
discover the history of Burano lace at Martina Vidal's atelier or visit
the museum dedicated to this art. You can also explore the lagoon
rowing with the local rowing club Voga e Para. 





S. Marco, 2283/A, 
30124,  Venezia - Italy
+39 041 520 5844
info@casafloravenezia.it

Fondamenta S. Caterina, 3
30142 Mazzorbo Venezia - Italy
+39 041 527 2281
info@venissa.it

A HOTEL EXPERIENCE BY 

Get in touch to learn more about the package, book your stay or
personalise it with experiences based on your wishes:

C O N T A C T S

https://www.google.com/search?q=hotel+flora&oq=hotel+flora&aqs=chrome.0.69i59l2j46i131i175i199i433i512l2j46i175i199i512j69i61j69i60j69i61.1470j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#
https://www.google.com/search?q=venissa&sxsrf=ALeKk02ivADY8P2JlLwqSzA8lAa5i4osew%3A1629199678937&ei=Pp0bYdDaOIyQ8gLYrbOgCQ&hotel_occupancy=2&oq=venissa&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAMYADIECCMQJzIKCAAQgAQQhwIQFDIFCAAQgAQyCwguEIAEEMcBEK8BMgUIABCABDIFCAAQgAQyCwguEIAEEMcBEK8BMgUIABCABDIFCAAQgAQyBQgAEIAEOgcIIxCwAxAnOgcIABBHELADOhAILhDHARCvARDIAxCwAxBDOgcIIxDqAhAnOgsIABCABBCxAxCDAToICAAQgAQQsQM6BAguEEM6BAgAEEM6CwguEIAEELEDEIMBOgUILhCABDoHCC4QsQMQQzoKCC4QxwEQrwEQQzoOCC4QgAQQsQMQxwEQrwE6BwguEIAEEApKBQg4EgExSgQIQRgAUKe_BliJxQZgisoGaAJwAngAgAG4AYgBhgiSAQMxLjeYAQCgAQGwAQrIAQ_AAQE&sclient=gws-wiz#
mailto:info@venissa.it

